In studies on conditions guaranteeing variance reduction for Common Random Numbers (CRN), there is often the implicit assumption that the timing inputs, i.e., the random variables of clock samples, are generated via the inverse transform method. Some recommend using only inverse transform method when using CRN, suggesting that this strategy yields the best result, i.e., the highest degree of variance reduct ion. In this paper, we derive conditions guaranteeing variance reduction for a special class of systemsgeneralized serni-Markov processes (GSMP) with exponential clock samples-when using CRN and when the clock samples are generated via a version of the acceptance-rejection met hod. Our preliminary experimental results show that the variance reduction under this construction may be higher, sometimes significantly, than when inverse transform met hod is used.
INTRODUCTION
In studies on conditions guaranteeing variance reduction for Common Random Numbers (CRN), there is often the implicit assumption that the timing inputs,
i.e., the random variables of clock samples, are generated via the inverse transform method. Some recommend using only inverse transform method when using CRN, suggesting that this strategy yields the best result, i.e., the highest degree of variance reduction (for an informative discussion on the use of inverse transform when using CRN, see Glamerman and Yao 1992b, Section 2.2). Far less analysis is available when the timing inputs are sampled via some version of the acceptance-rejection method (Glasserman and Vakili 1994 provide some results related to this case). In this paper, we derive conditions guaranteeing variance reduction for a special class of systemsgeneralized semi-Markov processes (GSMP) with exponential clock samples-when using CRN and when the clock samples are generated via a version of the accept ante-rejection method.
Our preliminary experimental results show that the variance reduction under this construction may be higher, sometimes significantly, than when inverse transform method is used.
Consider two generalized serni-Markov processes. Let Li : n -+ R, represent the random variable of some performance index of system i (i = 1, 2). One would expect that to compare the two systems, it is more appropriate to compare their performances under the same set of inputs, i.e., it is more appropriate to compare L1 (u) with LZ (w) . This intuition is validated if is smaller under the common input approach when compared with independent sampling, or, equivalently, if L1 and LZ are positively correlated when common inputs are used.
The common approach to establishing variance reduction is to rely on two notions of (a) association-a strong form of positive correlation defined for probability measures on partially ordered sets-and (b) monotonicity.
In this approach, it is shown that L1
and L2 are monotone functions of the clock readings. If the measure defined on the space of clock readings is associated, then variance reduction oft he CRN follows from the fact that increasing functions of an associated measure are positively correlated, i.e., COV(L1, L2)~O (see, e.g., Heidelberger and Iglehart 1979, and Glaaserman and Yao 1992 b) . It is often assumed that clock readings of the same event form i.i.d. sequences of random variables and that clock readings of different events are independent. Association of the resulting measure on the input space follows from established results immediately (Esary et al. 1967 ).
The input space for our particular construction of a GSMP with exponential clock readings corresponds to that of a finite number of Poisson processes.
Samples of clock readings are generated by a wellknown acceptance-rejection method from the interevent times of the Poisson processes; in this sense, Reduction for Poisson Processes 279 it may be said that the Poisson processes drive the GSMP. We show that the natural partial order for this construction is one that is different from the partial ord<r used when clock samples are generated via inverse transform.
Our variance reduction results follow from two basic results proved in the paper: (1) The Poisson measure defined on the input space is associated.
(2) Condition M, shown by Glasaerman and Yrm (1992a) to imply monotonicit y of the event epoch with respect to the commonly used partial order on the input space, also implies monotonicity with respect to the partial order defined on the input space we use in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The GSMP model and our particular construction is defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we show that the Poisson measure defined on the input space is associated. In Section 4 we prove that condition M implies monotonicity of the event epochs. Variance reduction and experimental results are given in Section 5. We conclude with a brief summary.
MODEL
We begin with the definition of a generalized semiMarkov scheme (GSMS).
To simplify the presentation, we limit ourselves to deterministic schemes, i.e., those in which the triggering event of a transition and the current state of the system uniquely determine the next state of the system.
2.1
A Generalized Semi Markov Scheme Let S, a finite or countably infinite set, be the state space of the system, and A = {al, . . . . crk} be the set of events; for each state s G S, let t(s) be the set of active events in s. Let E = {t(s);s E S}. For each s c S and a E $(s), let~a(s) be the unique next state of the system if the present state is s when a occurs. Let Sa = {s; a E g(s)}.
In other words, S0 is the set of all states in which a is active. Therefore,~a : S'aS . Let W = {~a; a c A}. Given these definitions, a deterministic GSMS is defined by~= (S, A, E, V!). A GSMS captures (defines) the structure of the system.
Timing Inputs
Let R+ be the set of non-negative real numbers, rep- To each counting measure m there corresponds at unique sequence w = {tn; n > 1} C R+ such that
where 1 is the indicator function.
Let Al be the space of all simple counting measures,, Let Afai,... , Ma, be k copies of M. To simplify the present ation, and with a slight abuse of notation, we write Wa E kfa; Wa refers to the sequence of epochs associated with a counting measure in Ma. We define the space of timing inputs, Q, as follows We denote the superposition of the components ot'
for some ni.
The State Process
To define the sample path of the system corresponding to the input w E Q, i.e., {Xt(w); t > O}, we pro teed as follows:
Fix an initial state so E S. (In the rest of the pa. per we assume the initial state of the system is fixed and is equal to so.) Define the discrete-time sequence {Y.(w); n~O}-the sequence of states of the sys.
tern at instances {t. = O,i!l, t2, . . .} -recursively, by
Ye(w) = so, and {~.
otherwise.
In other words, if event en+l is active in state Yn(w), the reserved epoch for this event is used and a transition to a new state occurs; on the other hand, if en+l is not active in state Yn(w) this event is simply ignored (the reserved epoch is not used) and the time is advanced to the next epoch.
The state trajectory is defined by m Xt(w) =~Yn(w)l{tn~t < tn+l}.
n=O
We now define a particular probability measure on the set of inputs. The Poisson probability measure on M is defined as follows: Let JU be the u-algebra generated by funct ions m~m(C).
Let the probability measure 7, defined on (M, M), be such that 1, 2.
If Cal,..., Cl E B are disjoint then P(m(Cl) = 7Z1,... ,m(Cr) = n,) =~J=l P(m(Cj) = ni)j i.e., events {m(Ci) = ni}) i = 1, ..., r are independent;
For each C E B and n~O,
where p(C) is the Lebesque measure of the set C. A random element of (M, M) with distribution 7 is a Poisson process with rate A.
Let (J&., A&,, Pa, ) be defined as above, where the rate of Pa, is &,.
Then the probability space of the inputs is defined by (S2, F,P) = (fiJ%,fi Ma,,f ii%,).
One of our main results, given in the next section, is that the probability measure P is associated. In what follows we use the following properties of associated sets of random variables (see Esary et al. 1967 ).
1.
2.
3.
4.
A set consisting of a single random variable is associated.
Independent
random variables am associated.
Subsets of associated random variables are associated.
Increasing functions of associated random variables are associated.
Having stated these general definitions and results, we now turn to the input space, Q, defined in the previous section.
We define the following partial order on Q:
We define partial orders on the sets Ma, as follows. Let w~,, w~, E Ma,. Then c w;,. Wa, < W:iWa, -
The above partial order, expressed in terms of the corresponding count ing measures, becomes: ma, < m&i~m.,(C) < m&,(C), for all C 6 f?,
The partial order on the input set Q is defined as the product or componentwise order; in other words, U<w'wwa, <u:,, l<i <k.
We are now prepared to state and prove the main results of this section. where k G Z+ and C c B. It is sufficient to show that condition (1) is verified for these sets. Let Cl, C2 G B.
The sets Cl n Cz, Cl n Cã nd C{ n C2 are disjoint (C' is the complement of C); hence, because of the properties of Poisson measures, N1 = m(cl n C2), N2 = rn(C1 n Cj), and i'V3 = m(C~n C2) are independent random variables. The random variable Ni is associated (i = 1,2,3) (property 1 above). Given the independence of Ni 's, {Nl, N2, N3} is an associated set of random variables (property 2 above). Also note that rn(Cl) = N1 +Nz, rn(C2) = N1 + N3, and that functions~(zl, 22, z3) = Z1 + X2 and g(xl, z2, z3) = X1 + x3 are increasing. Proof . The proof follows from the above proposition and Theorem 3.3 of Lindqvist (1988) that states: If two probability measures on two sets are amociated, then the product measure defined on the product space of the two sets is associated.
u We now turn our attention to a number of outputs of the GSMP defined in the previous section.
4

Monotonicity of Event Epochs
We consider the following outputs of the system defined in Section 2. Let {T~(n); n~l}, a E A, be the sequences of event epochs, and {Da(t); t~O}, a E A, the number of events of a type occurred prior to, or at time t. A number of performance indices of interest can be expressed as functions of these outputs. These quantities are defined as follows:
ti> Ta(n -l)(w)}; D=(t)(u) = max{n~O : T@(n)(w)~t}.
Condition M
Glasaerman and Yao (1994) identify a monotonicity condition (condition M) that guarantees monotonicity of event epochs with respect to clock samples in the usual construction of a GSMP from a GSMS. In this section we will show that the same condition M also guarantees monotonicity of event epochs in our construction; in our case with respect to the partial order defined on the space of inputs fl in the previous section.
Before giving the basic result of this section, we need to describe the condition M. This requires giving a number of definitions and results. In this, we follow Glasserman and Yao (1994) .
Condition
M is a structural condition on the scheme.
Given a GSMS G and an initial state so, a feasible string u = .O1".. /3. is a finite sequence of events such that, ,G E~(so),~2~$(.fpl(so)), and so on.
Let~O(so) =~pr 0 ...0~pl(so) and 8(u) = S(~a(sO)).
The set of feasible strings of G, L, is called the language generated by G. In other words, the numbers of events of each type in a string determine the set of active events associated with the string, independently of the order of the events in the string.
For a permutable scheme, its characten"siic function, x : N + 2$, is defined by X.(X) =~a + I{a c t(z)}.
A characteristic function specifies the one-step behavior of the evolution of the strings.
(Note that (z) = S(IY) for any u such that [u] = z; permutability makes this definition unambiguous.) We are now prepared to define condition M. A scheme (equivalently the language generated by it) is said to satisfy condition M if for all al, U2 G C,
where A12 := {a c A,
This condition specifies that if one string's score dominates the other's, this condition is preserved m the two strings evolve. Glasserman and Yao prove, among other things, that condition M is equivalent, on the one hand, to the scheme being noninterruptive and permutable, and on the other, to its characteristic function x being increasing (Theorem 3.10 of Glasserman and Yao 1994) . It is the latter that we use to establish the main result of this section.
Theorem
2 If a GSMS satisfies condition M then De, (t) is increasing in w for all t > 0, and i = 1,... ,k, i.e., U<w' + Dai(t)(w)~Dab,.
Proof
Let w' = {(tl, el), (tz, ez), ," ."} and w < w'; therefore w G w'. Da, (t)(w) and Do, (t)(w') are constants on tn s t < tn+l (n = 1,. The proof is by induction on n. Set Da, (to)(w) = Da, (to)(~') = O for all~i c A. Assume D~, (t~)(w)~Da, (t~)(w').
Since condition M is in force, the characteristic function x is increasing; hence, xe(D~, (tn)(w)) < xe(D~, (tn)(u')). The above recursions
show that under all conditions D~i (h+ 1 )(w) S D~i (G-t+l ) (w') and the induction step is complete. u Due to the relation between {Da,(t); t z O} and the sequence {Tai (n); n~1}, the next corollary follows immediately.
Corollary
1. If a GSMS satisfies condition M then Ta, (n) is decreasing in w for all t > 0, and i=l, . . ..k. e.,., W<w' * Ta, (n)(w)~T@,(n)(J).
VARIANCE REDUCTION
Our variance reduction results follow directly from the results of the previous sections.
Specifically, a corollary of the results of the previous section is Theorem 3 Let~1, and~2 be two schemes that satisfy condition M. Let L1 and L2 be performance indices for the GSMPS defined by~1, and~2, respectively. Assume Li is increasing (deceasing) with respect to the sequence of event epochs. Let W be a random element of the input space with distn"bution P, then Cov(L~(W), L2(W))~O.
In other words, if common inputs are used then the performance indices are positively correlated.
An immediate consequence of the above theorem, using a routine argument, is that using common inputs reduces Var(Ll -Lz) when-compared to using independent inputs.
A question that naturally arises is how much variance reduction is obtained in this ca.w, and how does the amount of variance reduction compare with that obtained by using the usual CRN. To address the second question, we performed some preliminary simulation experiments.
The results of these experiments indicate that the effectiveness of the two methods depend on the models simulated.
The difference in some cases may be significant.
Experimental Results
We simulated two systems: an M/M/l queue under different traflic intensities, and a closed Jackson network with different population sizes. In both cases we studied the correlation induced on different performance indices when the systems were "far apart" (a) the average number of customers in the system, (b) the average time spent in the queue, and (c) the probability that the time spent in the queue is greater than a fixed value.
Two sets of experiments were performed: (i) p = 0.2,0.5,0.9, and (ii) p = 0.8,0.85,0.9. The experiments were run using the usual CRN and the Standard Clock. 
